SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOODS FOR ALL

EcoDistricts
The Standard for Urban + Community Development
We face unprecedented challenges

- Rapid urbanization
- Climate change
- Inequality
- Infrastructure is crumbling
- Disproportionate health impacts
We need new models

- Collaboration
- Measurable performance outcomes
THE POWER OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE

- Small enough to innovate
- Big enough for impact
- It’s where people are
EcoDistricts is propelling a new model of urban and community development to empower just, sustainable, resilient neighborhoods for all.
THE PROTOCOL

A new model of urban reGENERATION
IMPERATIVES

Equity

Resilience

Climate Protection
IMPLEMENTATION PHASES

Formation

Roadmap

Performance
**How It’s Different**

- Pathway for action and implementation
- Flexible yet holistic and rigorous
- Applicable to a range of neighborhood types
- A new way of working together
- Creates trust and community ownership
- Accountability for goals
- A community of practice
A DIVERSITY OF PROJECTS

New Districts
- East Harbour
- Lloyd
- RiNo Arts

Existing Districts
- Sun Valley
- Millvale
- Capitol Hill

Private sector led

Public agency led

Community led
JOHANNESBURG

Jukskei

Diepsloot

Paterson Park
NORTH SHORE INNOVATION DISTRICT, NORTH VANCOUVER, BC
EAST HARBOUR, TORONTO
LIVE A GREAT STORY